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NEW QUESTION: 1
What should you do to check supportability and maximum configuration, when mixing
different generation of brocade switches?
A. HPStorageWorks SAN Design Reference Guide
B. HPStorageWorks Switch Installation Manual
C. HPStorageWorks Fabric Deployment Release Notes
D. HPStorageWorks SAN Components Compatibility Guide
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
Your company has several Windows RT 8.1 devices. The devices connect to Exchange Online in
Microsoft Office 365 and to Windows Intune for device management.
The security policies of Office 365 and Windows Intune are configured as shown in the following
table.
You need to identify the effective settings on the Windows RT devices.
What should you identify? (To answer, select the appropriate effective configuration for each
setting in the answer area.)
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
To add items (parts) to a configuration, Recommended Item rules are used. Which two
statements are true when using Recommended Item rules?
A. Recommended Item rules can show only the base prices defined in the customer specific
module.
B. If multiple Recommended Item rules recommend the same item (part), the item (part) price
is picked from the rule that is last in the order.
C. Recommended Item rules can return only the base price of an item (part) and cannot use

dynamic prices based off data tables.
D. If multiple Recommended Item rules return the same item (part), the quantity of the item
(part) is a total of all quantities returned by each rule.
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Reference:http://www.oracle.com/partners/en/most-popular-resources/cpq-partner-faq2231083.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 4
HOTSPOT
You manage an Office 365 tenant. The subscription details for the tenant are displayed in the
following screenshot.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that answers each question. NOTE: Each
correct answer is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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